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4. The Thermal Phase of Solar Plares

Tadashi HIRAYAMA

Tokyo Astronomical Observatory,Mitaka,Tokyo

We first summarize.-the observations of the thermal phase of the

flare and then briefly discuss our numerical simulation on the structual

change in the corona and the chromosphere during the flare.

(!) Flaring in the corona; Most of the flare occurs on the active region

where the density (n*-KKcm~ ) and the electron temperature (T^2x10 K)

are already higher than those in the quiet region corona. When the
7

flare starts,the temperature rises rapidly to 2x10 K within several

to ten minutes and the emission measure, n* times the volume of high

temperature region ,also increases to 1 x 1 0 f 2x10 cm" but attains

at muximum somewhat delayed by 10«~20min. as compared with the electron

temperature. The temperature then decreases to the original value

after 30min, or more. The emission jneasure resumes the original value

somewhat later. In big flares it takes more than a day. The total

energy emitted in the 10 K flare, mostly in soft Xrays, is approximately

equal to that emitted in He£ (1O 2 8* 5~1O 5 1* 5ergs).

Flaring in the chromosphere ; The temperature of the pre-flare chromo-

sphere is about 6000K and it increases by 5OO~-4OOOK during the flare.

More impressive indicator of the flaring is the increase of the electror.

density from 1011cm~^ to 1015cm"^ and the thickness of this region is

10~100km which is one order of magnitude smaller than the scale heighz

of the normal chromosphere. Flaring ijn the transition region ; The

temperature of this region is ~10-*K and from the space observations
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it became clear that the gas pressure increases more than one order

of magnitude during the flare. Flaring in the photosphere ; Sometimes

the photosphere brightens in the continuous spectra which indicate

that the temperature of the phtosphere increases by a few hundred degrees.

Here we note that though the bombardment of the energetic electrons

are usually considered to be responsible for the heading , the photo-

spheric brightening occurs also without traces of the energetic electrons.

The effect to the solar wind ; Large amount cf mass (~1O1'g) is observed

to be ejected at the time of the flare. The total thermal and kinetic

energy contained in this ejecta becomes 4x1052ergs which is presumably

the largest energy liberated at the big flare, though the radiated

energy in the optical region from the chromosphere might be even larger

if one sums up it until the very end ofthe flare.

Requirement to the flare theory ; Most probable energy source of the

flare is the magnetic energy contained inthe form of the electric current.

The problem then is how to convert the magnetic energy into the thermal

and the kinetic energy in a manner described above-within the time-scale

of 100~1000s. In the following we consider the case when an assumed

amount of the magnetic energy is liberated into the corona as the thermal

energy and calculate the structual change of the corona-transition

region-chromosphere.

(II) We assume that a column of • unit area is standing vertically in

the corona , the top being closed, and first construct a hydrostatic

model of the corona-chromosphere where the heat source is assumed to

be in the corona (Pig. 1,= t=0 ). Then using one dimentional non-linear

momentum, mass and energy equations( radiation,conduction and laminar

convection terms are all included), we put extra energy source in the
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corona and see the change in the corona-chromosphere. The total enners-v
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input is 1Cr ergs during the interval of 1000s when one assumes an

area of 1019*5cm2 as a typical big flare.

Figure 1 shows one example of the results.

The abscissa is the height from the photo-

shpere and the ordinate shows the pressure

P,the temperature T and the number density

n, all in c.g.s. unit. The time history

for the three quantities is shown from

the start to the end of an assumed energy

release (1000s ). The results of similar

calculations,using different energy input

rates and different heights of the column,

can be summarized in the following way :

The temperature of the flaring corona

does not depend very much upon the
7 ^

liberated energy and it is around 10 ^K consistent to the observations.

The density in the corona however increases proportional to the enerzy

fed in and particles are supplied from the chromosphere with the upward

velocity of the order of 100km/s like the evaporative processes. The

density in the chromosphere,where it is flaring,becomes 10 ''cm'-'

because the upper tenuous part of the quiet chromosphere has evaporated

and the thickness is very small. Also the gas pressure of the transi~ior.

region can become upto three orders of magnitude larger. All these are

consistent with the observations, We also compared the emission measure

obtained by the skylab observations. Though the general feature is

Fig. 1



consistent with the observation, detail does not fully agree. This may

partly be due to the fact that in the actual flare we observe raany

columns (flux ropea) which are at different stages of the evolution

while we calculate a single column and the energy input, rate nay have

been too slow though the total energy input may be correct.

We also extended our calculations until the end of the flare : namely

we turn off the extra energy source, say, at t=1OOOs< and see chnages

afterwards. In one case the corona went into a sudden cooling stage

at about t=3OOOs,the coronal mass became T=10 K and flow'down into the

chromosphere and finally at 3500s the corona resumed the original

temperature of 2x10 K. This flowing-down process is fully consistent

with the observed post-flare loops and the time-scale is also in agreement

The unsolved problems are ; (a) We do not know well the radiation-loss

function inthe chromosphere, (b) Though we assumed closed loops( assumed

total heights being from 3x10*»>/ 5x10^km ) , it may be effectively open

so that the evaporated mass can go out to the interplanetary space,

(c) Our assumed energy input rates were not so large, 10 ~ 16 ergs

cm" /1000s. One order of magnitude higher value wouli^necessary in

order to explain the flash phase.
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